
Bridges II allows you to connect the dots in different ways from tables to benching, desking to systems. Redefine how you connect and share. Bridges II provides the tools for you to achieve so much more.

Shown in Asian Night and Designer White. Bridges II seating back shown in DesignTex Pleat, Cotton, seat shown in DesignTex Tweed Multi. G20 seating shown in DesignTex billiard Cloth, Citron.
Customize and prioritize

The addition of partitions enhance the sense of privacy when used in open areas. Monitor walls can be mounted to any existing Bridges II workstation, creating “shared media” solutions.
Create an environment for collaborative teamwork that facilitates the connection of people and ideas. Partitions between workstations allow for more independent work when required. Bridges II’s modular design allows you to easily expand your workspace.

Shown in Absolute Acajou and Designer White. G20 seating in Mayer Paparazzi, Soapstone.
Redefine how you sit and share

Bridges II Seating and Collaborative Enhancements: A highly flexible collection of lounge seating, privacy screens, tables and power. Seating elements can be linked together within a run of Bridges II tables, or as freestanding pieces – allowing the product to be used in open plan, reception or team areas.

Shown in Absolute Acajou and Designer White. Bridges II seats shown in Mayer Paparazzi, Soapstone. Seat backs shown in Maharam Manner, Nuance.
It’s in the details

Features and Options

- Optional power access door (full width)
- Optional power access door (split width)
- Optional worksurface edge-mounted power
- USB outlet
- End table/shelving
- PET Felt divider
- Tackable PET Felt
- Accessory rail on laminate screens
- Glass screen
- Integrated soft seating
- Wire basket
- Whiteboard
- Storage

Feet and Legs

- Standard leg on storage and seating
- Rectangular leg
- Round leg
- Loop leg
- Caster foot

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Shown in Asian Night and Designer White. Bridges II seating back in DesignTex Pleat, Cotton, seat in DesignTex Tweed Multi, C20 seating in DesignTex Billiard Cloth, Citron.
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